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Speed demons: High speed disc
tiller sales have grown exponentially
in the past five years with farmers
looking to employ tillage practices
to overcome some of the issues
developed by zero-tillage systems.

Speed tilling trumps
stubble trouble
Zero-tillage farming has delivered farmers huge benefits, but also some challenges. These include soil-based
challenges, for example, lime incorporation to aid amelioration at depth, weed resistance to chemicals and the
ability to handle stubble. These challenges have seen some of the industry’s most avid no-tillers look to options
to solve these problems, including strategic tillage. Leading the pack of tillage tools is the high speed disc tiller,
which has seen exponential growth in sales over the past five years. Kondinin Group’s resident machinery
researcher Mark Saunders leads the team in this month’s Research Report profiling equipment and owner
experiences of the ever-expanding range of disc speed tillers.

O

ptimal soil structural stability
and maximising moisture
retention are arguably the
holy grail in farming. Minimal
soil disturbance through zero tillage has
helped many farmers achieve improved
soil structure and water use efﬁciency,
leading ultimately to improved yields and
proﬁtability.
But zero-till is also a system reliant
heavily on chemical control of volunteers,
weeds and disease. So when chemicals start
to fail on any of these fronts, the impact on
yield can be signiﬁcant, easily trading back
the gains made by excluding cultivation of
any sort from the system.
It can be argued that good crop rotations
and chemical resistance management
including weed seed destruction can go
some way to addressing the resistance
issues with weeds.
But other challenges including disease
and seeding into heavy stubble loads will
see many farmers opt for a full-paddock
burn this year. While burning can be an easy
option, this depletes nutrient and organic
material and can expose topsoil to blowing.
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RESEARCH DIGS UP THE FACTS
A five-year GRDC-funded project led by former NSW
Department of Primary industries soil scientist,
Dr Mark Conyers concluded that where required
to address agronomic limitations, damage to soil
structure caused by tillage is generally small,
reducing Wet Aggregate Stability (WAS) by 5-10%.
WAS is a measure of soil resistance to breaking
down in a wet state. Testing WAS involves placing
a known weight of soil aggregates on a sieve and
exposing it to a standardised rainfall simulator.
Unstable aggregates slake and pass through the
sieve while stable aggregates remain on the sieve.
WAS is used as a measure of soil health as stable aggregates are built by biological activity.
The research tested the effect of tillage on WAS over three sites, one of which had been
under zero-tillage for 20 years. Tillage operations on the sites varied, but included offset discs,
scarifying and rotary hoeing. Because the study commenced five years ago, there were very few
disc speed-tillers used in Australia, but for illustrative purposes, the offset discs offer a parallel
to which speed tillers could be compared.
In the soil type at Daysdale in the NSW Riverina, the effects on WAS of tillage using offset
discs and scarifiers were “minor and short-lived, indicating no detriments of tillage to WAS that
are likely to be of practical relevance”
Rates of full soil structure recovery after a tillage event, including double rotary-hoe tillage,
depended on the severity of tillage and soil type but typically ranged from one to four years.
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3-12m working widths
660mm, 560mm, 510mm and 460mm discs
Agrisem machinery is made in France and
the company was recently purchased by
Polish-based machinery manufacturer Unia.
Agrisem has a range of disc mulchers and
cultivation equipment which can be used for
stubble incorporation. Working widths cover
3m-12m. The Agrisem Disc O Mulch is a
multi-disc machine available in two models;
the Disc O Mulch Silver and Disc O Mulch
Gold. Standard on Gold models are 660mm
diameter front discs, 560mm diameter rear
discs and a steel cage roller.
The DOM Silver has 510mm diameter
front discs and 460mm rear discs. Optionally,
customers can choose standard scalloped
discs, or the new range of Razor Mulching
discs. The same size discs front and rear can
also be optioned.
Various roller options are available to suit
different soil conditions including a standard
520mm cage roller, T Sem roller, Agrix
rubber roller, steel roller and U Seem roller.
Each disc is independently mounted to the
frame via a uniquely-designed double helical
coil. On the DOM Gold, the coil spring is

French disc: Agrisem manufactures a range of
mulchers and stubble incorporation gear.

Test run: Wayne Sullivan from Leeton in NSW with the Unia
protoype disc tiller.

made of 35mm thick steel and provides a
rebound or vibration ability to each disc. On
the DOM Silver, the coil is made of 30mm
steel. A clod breaking board is optional.
The DOM Silver is available in working
widths of 3m to 6m for linkage machines and
4, 4.5, 5 and 6m for trailed units. DOM Gold
models available in linkage designs have
working widths of 3m, 3.5m, 4m, 4.5 and 5m
while the trailing and folding models come in
4.5, 6m, 7.5m, 9m, 10m and 12m.
Agrisem also manufactures a one-pass
cultivator called the Maximulch.
This system uses discs and tines to make
a seedbed and incorporate stubble and crop
residue.
The Series 3 Maximulch is available as a
three-point-linkage mounted unit in widths
of 3, 3.5 and 4m and trailing models of 4.5m
and 6m width.

DIRECT SEEDING

AND HARVESTING EQUIPMENT

Air seeder bars
Double disc parallelogram openers
Low profile double disc openers

The Agrisem gear is available through
FarmTech at Albury, NSW, which has also
recently started handling a range of Unia gear.
Kondinin Group inspected a 6m wide Unia
Ares HP machine on a property at Leeton in
NSW. The Unia inspected looks well made
and runs two gangs of discs with the discs all
660mm in diameter. Wayne Sullivan farms
at Leeton and said he had used the Unia for
weed control and seedbed preparation and to
date it had performed well.
“I reckon there are a few tweaks required,
such a longer drawbar, but overall it’s been
good, especially on paddocks which had a
heavy weed and trash load,” Wayne said.
Contact:
FarmTech
(02) 60 246 800
www.FarmTech.com.au

Specializing in no-till and
precision seeding equipment

No-till tine and air seeder bars
Precision planters with tine or disc openers

Yetter coulters
Yetter fertilizer coulters

SALES & SUPPORT
0427 471 022
www.farmingahead.com.au

OFFICE 08 9844 3555
© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

directseeding@wn.com.au
www.directseeding.com.au
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Big cat: The Amazone
Catros is available in
working widths to 12m.

AMAZONE CATROS

2.5-12m
460mm or 510mm diameter discs
Optimal speed 15km/h
The Amazone Catros is a disc harrows
machine available in a variety of working
widths from 2.5m to 12m and its ideal
operating speed is 15km/h.
Its design is based on two rows of
scalloped-edged, concave discs each with a
460mm diameter.
There is an option to move to 510mm
diameter discs which are 5mm thick while
the 460mm discs are 4mm thick.
Working depth can be as shallow as
2.5cm and the disc rows are set at 17
degrees (front) and 14 degrees (rear).
Each disc is separately mounted to the
main frame via a rubber block and there is
one disc per arm or shank with the discs
spaced 250mm apart.
The primary depth control mechanism
is from the action of the rear roller and
adjustment can be either mechanical or
hydraulic (via a ram between the roller and
the main frame).
Adjustment of the disc gangs is available
on linkage Catros models and trailing

models of 4, 5 and 6m in width while there
is no gang adjustment on the 7,8,9 and 12m
models.
Sealed, maintenance-free double row
roller bearings are used on each disc and
the only grease nipples are where the wings
pivot for folding. Transport width is 3m

On a 12m wide model there are 96 discs
and in its standard form the 12m Catros
weighs about 12 tonnes.
Several rear roller types are available,
including cage rollers, packer rollers and
Matrix wedge-ring rollers.
Prices for the 3m Catros start at $22,100

BEDNAR SWIFTERDISC XE
10, 12 and 12.4m working widths
520mm diameter discs
15km/h ideal working speed
The Czechoslovakian-built Bednar
Swifterdisc is available in 10m (XE 10000
model) and 12m (XE 12000 model)
working widths, as well as a custom 12.4m
unit (XE 124000) speciﬁcally for Australian
controlled trafﬁc farmers. Bednar products
are imported into Australia by Grant
Borgward, Northam, Western Australia.
The Swifterdisc is designed for rapid
post-harvest cultivation, incorporating
stubble and allowing weed seeds to
germinate. The high travel speed of the
unit promotes ﬁne soil crumbing, and a
permeable humus layer free of soil crust,
allowing moisture inﬁltration.
Swifterdisc XE models consist of two
rows of 520mm, 5mm thick notched discs,
or optional 520mm ‘A-discs’. These have
an aggressive ﬂuted and notched proﬁle,
effectively creating a series of blades which
provide maximum cutting and mixing of
stubble. The serrations help lift soil as the
disc travels forward, further mixing soil and
organic matter.
Discs are grouped in pairs either side
of each swingarm, which helps improve
underframe clearance for trash ﬂow.
Swingarm movement is provided through
the use of rubber block suspension, and disc
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Embedded: Bednar
Swifterdiscs are made
for large-scale farming
operations.

hubs are fully sealed, twin-row ball bearing
units.
Disc spacing is set at 125mm, with 80
discs ﬁtted to the XE 10000, 96 on the
XE 12000 and 100 on the XE 124000.
Maximum working depth is 120mm, with
depth controlled hydraulically by the rear
packer roller or front wheels.
Several different design packer units are
available from Bednar, but most are ﬁtted
with a 600mm V-proﬁle ring and scraper
system, which weighs in at 176kg/m,
and seems to work the best in Australian
conditions. Other options include U-rings
in a single or double arrangement, rubber
tyres, cage rollers or steel rings.
The Swifterdisc frame wings fold up from
the centre and forward towards the hitch,
creating a compact transport width of only

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

3m. Recommended power requirements are
220 to 260kW for the XE 10000, and 300 to
335kW for the wider machines. Maximum
weight is 9300kg (XE 10000) and 10,800kg
(XE 12000), depending on accessories
ﬁtted.
Bednar also offer a smaller unit, the
XO-F Swifterdisc, in 4, 4.5, 5, 6 and 7.5m
working widths.
Price:
XE 10000 $148,500
XE 12400 $165,000 (all incl GST. Note price
landed in WA. Freight charges may be higher for
other areas)
Contact:
Grant Borgward – 0428 816 701
www.bednar-machinery.com
www.farmingahead.com.au
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David Large’s Amazone Catros has proved to
be a versatile piece of equipment to manage
residue, weeds, combat non-wetting soils and
renovate rough paddocks.
David farms near Esperance on WA’s south
coast, and grows wheat, barley and some
canola in a 14,000ha program. He would
like to use a no-till cropping system, but
non-wetting soils, resistant ryegrass and high
residue levels sees the Catros clocking up
about 4000ha a year.
The Catros has proven itself in combating
medium-level non-wetting sands, but is not
effective on the very worst non-wetting
areas. Some of David’s land was previously
used as grazing land, and the Catros has
been put to good use in smoothing out bull
incl GST while the 6m trailing units start at
$77,500 incl GST. A recent addition to the
Amazone range of cultivation gear is the
Certos series of trailed disc machines.
The Certos uses 660mm diameter discs
and is available in working widths of 4,5,6
and 7m. The disc suspension system is the

plan
ahead

same as the Catros, just beeﬁer. Discs are
6mm thick.
Working depth can be as deep as 20cm
and the front disc gang is set at 22 degrees
while the rear is 17 degrees. Ideal working
speed is 15km/h.
Hydraulic depth adjustment is standard

Ready, Set...

remote control

holes, as well as levelling wheeltracks and
headlands.
It also makes a meal of heavy canola
stubble in a one-pass operation.
The 12m Catros is pulled at 11km/h
with a John Deere 9300 or New Holland T8
380 tractor. One set of 96 discs does about
5000ha, at a cost of $11,000, due to the
abrasive ironstone gravel sitting underneath
the sand.
David found the Catros worked best with
the tractor carrying some drawbar weight, as
opposed to the recommended fully-floating
setup, as it helps take the pressure of the
implement’s tyres.
He has lost a couple of disc units, complete
with spindle, due to an unknown failure, but
is otherwise happy with the performance of
the machine.
as the front wheels and rear roller are linked
together. Disc spacing is set at 350mm.
Price: starting at $96,800 incl GST for the 4m model
Contact: Your nearest Claas Harvest Centre
www.claasharvestcentre.com.au

on-farm
weighbridges

TRADE

APPROVED

Sow!

GRAIN DOORS

WEIGHT WATCHING MAKES CENT$

Weighbridge Kit Includes:

LED Remote Display
Installation Manuals

mini mobile

Digital Indicator

Receipt Printer

augers

Utilise your tipper for sowing!

Taking the strain from moving your grain Since 1979
www.farmingahead.com.au

| 1800 810 498
| www.grainline.com.au
© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761
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GREAT PLAINS TURBO MAX
3.66-12.2m working width
Ideal working speed 10-16km/h
Great Plains offers a variety of machines
suited to stubble incorporation which
includes the Turbo Max, Short Disc and
Turbo Chopper.
Great Plains describes the range as
vertical tillage gear due to the fact that
the discs are set vertically, that is, with no
undercut.
The Turbo Max is available in working
widths of 3.66-12m and discs are set at 7.5
inch spacings.
Disc gang angle can be hydraulically
adjusted from zero to six degrees which
should be able to achieve a residue chop
length of just less than 100mm.
Hydraulic transfer is another feature
which allows pressure to be adjusted across
the width of the machine via hydraulic
valves for even load distribution.

The hydraulic loading is visible on two
dial gauges mounted on the drawbar.
Standard on the Turbo Max is a rolling
spike harrow and that’s followed by a cage
roller. Disc hubs feature a maintenance-free,
self-aligning bearing which has a six lip seal.
The Turbo Max can be optioned with a
prickle chain.
Primary levelling is via a large turn
turnbuckle on the tongue of the drawbar.
Transport width of the 12.2m model is 5.5m
and the discs are 510mm in diameter.
Price: $231,000 incl GST
Great Plains is distributed by PFG Australia
Contact:
PFG Australia
www.pfgaustralia.com.au

HORSCH JOKER

No Joke: The Horsch Joker and Tiger feature
many parts made in-house by Horsch.

3m-12.25m working width
520mm and 620mm diameter discs
11-14km/h ideal working speed

CASE STUDY
Former Conservation Farmer of the Year
award winner Grant Byrne is swinging
away from a no tillage approach to
cropping on his 6500ha property,
Kurribrook, at Peak Hill in NSW.
Grant prefers to describe his current
farming system as minimum tillage, which
includes the use of a 12m wide Horsch
Joker compact disc and Horsch Tiger (a
disc cultivator with tines). Kurribrook is
a cropping-only property where winter
and summer crops are grown. Following a
horrendously wet 2016, Grant has used the
Joker on about 1700ha of country.
“We bought the Joker primarily for
stubble incorporation and spreading sulfate
of ammonia in front of it,” Grant said.
“The first 1000ha was bone dry and the
paddocks contained black oats and milk
thistle and were very messy. That pretty
much all disappeared after the Joker had
been through it. I was quite surprised how
well it performed.”
Grant reports fuel use of about 60 litres
per hour to tow the 12m Joker at a speed of
12km/h and a working depth of 75-100mm.
Estimated overall running cost is $28/ha.
“Once set up properly, it’s easy to operate
and the different colour stroke limiting
collars for hydraulic rams which act as
spacers for depth setting are a great idea.”
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A relative newcomer to the disc cultivator
scene in Australia, Horsch manufactures
the Joker range of dual-gang compact discs
which is available through Muddy River
Agricultural at Echuca.
There are linkage and trailing Jokers with
the linkage available in widths of 3m-6m
and trailing units from 5m-12m.
Models denoted with CT are linkage
machines and models with the preﬁx RT are
trailed. There is also a HD or heavy duty
range in widths of 5m-8m.
The standard set up is two gangs of discs
followed by a rear roller which acts as the
primary depth setting mechanism. There is a
variety of rear roller options.
RT and CT models use a 520mm diameter
disc while the HD has discs which are
620mm in diameter and 6mm thick. Discs
are serrated and manufactured by Horsch
and the set up is a little different to most as
the discs are run as pairs, or two discs for
© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

every arm off the main frame in an effort to
maximise trash clearance.
Digging depth can be up to 125mm and
there is 155kg of weight per disc pair. A
rubber moulded block system is used as
suspension from the main frame and the
rubber blocking is also made by Horsch so
it’s a very neat ﬁt.
The rear roller acts as the depth control
and varying the depth is via clips on each
ram at the rear of the machine.
Transport width is a neat 3m. When in the
paddock, the rear transport wheels hang out
the back of the machine but an accumulator
provides some suspension for the rear wheel
frame to reduce bouncing and rebounding.
Price: 6m – $88,000 incl GST for the 6m model
Contact:
Muddy River – (03) 5480 9928
www.muddyriver.com.au
www.farmingahead.com.au
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Like many graingrowers this year, Peter
Kaylock is faced with managing huge
stubble loads prior to sowing. An excellent
growing season for winter cereals produced
crop yields in excess of six tonnes/ha
which has led Peter to purchase a 12.2m
Great Plains Turbo Max.
Peter farms at the family property,
‘Riversdale’ about 20km west of
Moulamein where the Turbo Max has been
running for about eight weeks, covering
900ha.
“We have renovated some pasture
country with the Turbo Max but we got it
mainly to deal with the big stubble loads
on our red sandy country,” Peter said.
“Ideally it would chop the stubble and
leave it on top of the soil.”
A 400hp or 300kW Claas tractor is used
to pull the 12.2m Turbo Max and to date
it has run at an average speed of 16km/h
working at a depth of 25-30mm.

WE TAKE THE PRESSURE
OUT OF PLANTING!

Double inlet air
diffusers $120 (+GST)

Four inlet air
diffusers $150 (+GST)

EZYFLO STAINLESS STEEL AIR DIFFUSERS – single, double & quad inlet
Quality hard wearing air diffusers that will last!

GET HIGHER YIELDS AND REDUCE DOWNTIME
EZYFLO is the latest and most durable diffuser on the market. A new angled inlet point increases
flow & reduces planting problems, while the stainless steel construction outlasts competitors.

EZYFLO SPEED STRIKE WHEEL

$170 (+GST)

Spiked closing wheels made to suit most single and double disc
planters. Increase seed germination and minimize trench glazing.
Shop online at www.ezyflo.net.au
www.farmingahead.com.au

Call 0490 046 168 for a FREE consultation

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
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ILGI ARAGON

2.5-12m working width
510 and 560mm disc diameter
12-14km/h ideal working speed
Spotted at the Wimmera Machinery Field
Days and demonstrated at Elmore in
Victoria last month was the Turkish-made
ILGI Aragon disc tillage machine.
Handled by OzValue Ag, the Aragon
is available as a linkage model, folding
linkage model and trailing model in
working widths of 2.5m to 12m.
Two gangs of discs provide the tillage and
a variety of rear rollers allow soil level and
ﬁnishing. The rear roller can be a disc roller
with a weight of 250kg/m or a cage roller,
ﬁtted with hollow round bars in a slight
spiral pattern.
Gangs can be slightly offset to each side,
by about 125mm with the use of a large
spanner on a turnbuckle.

New player: One of the latest additions to the range of disc tillers in Australia is the Turkish-made ILGI Aragon.

Standard disc diameter is 510mm and
there is a 560mm option.
The discs are hung from the 80mm x
80mm x 8mm thick frame using a rubber
block. Disc bearings do not require
lubrication.

K LINE SPEED TILLER
POWERFLEX

K-Line’s Speedtiller range covers working
widths of 1.75m to 12.5m and is made in
Cowra, NSW.
The standard design has two gangs of
discs followed by a rear roller and working
depth can be down to 150mm. Linkage
models are 1.75m-5.5m wide.
In the trailing models, the standard design
has the transport wheels at the rear of the
machine and the Powerﬂex has the wheels
in front of the machine.
The Powerﬂex is available in 9.5m and
12.5m working widths and they fold to a
transport width of 4.8m.
On the 12.5m model, which weighs
15,600kg, there are 100 discs. Each disc
is 6mm thick and a concave design with
scalloped edge.
Disc hub lubrication is not required
thanks to a fully sealed system while the
rear cage roller bearings are greasable,
requiring greasing every eight hours or so.
The disc hub has a double taper roller
bearing with seven-lip seal protection. Each
disc hangs from the 100mm x 100mm x
9mm RHS frame via a 32mm thick arm and
there is a high-density, 52mm thick rubber
block system.
On the Powerﬂex models, the rear
roller can be lifted up altogether to allow
the machine to run in slightly wetter soil
conditions.
Another feature of the Powerﬂex is the
long drawbar which helps keep the tiller on
track behind the tractor.
Research Report April 2017 No. 087

Contact:
OzValue Ag – (03) 5335 8181
www.ozvalueag.com.au

Flex: K-Line’s Speedtiller Powerflex is
made in Cowra, NSW, and can be run
in full float or non-float modes.

1.75m-12.5m working widths
560mm, 610mm and 660mm discs available
Ideal operating speed 8-14km/h

8

Price: $108,000 incl GST for the 9m trailing
model

Disc gangs have some adjustment
available, for example on the front gang
there is about 125mm of lateral movement.
K-Line also manufactures the
Traschcutter which is a broadacre machine
designed to knock trash down and cut it into
125mm pieces.

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

Price: $178,500 plus GST for the 12.5m
Powerflex
Contact:
K-Line Agriculture
1800 194 131
www.k-line.net.au
www.farmingahead.com.au
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2.5m-5m working widths
520mm or 573mm, 600mm later this year
Ideal operating speed 8-14km/h, max 18km/h
Kubota’s continued expansion into a range
of agricultural machinery now covers a
range of compact disc harrows. The disc
harrows range is currently available to a
working width of 5m but there will be an
extension of the range to 6m and 7m later
this year.
The range covers trailing and linkage
units and Kondinin Group researchers
inspected a CD 2500T model which was
being demonstrated at the Elmore Field Day
site at Elmore in Victoria. Seeding packs
can also be added to the Kubotas with a 500
litre capacity hopper available as an option
for broadcasting seed.
Two rows of discs are followed by a rear
roller and the rear roller acts as the depth
gauge.
The drawbar has an adjustable top link
and linkage arms help pull the front gang of
discs inwards to keep the unit level.
Discs are conical in shape and 573mm in
diameter. Each one is suspended by rubber
blocks around the main frame beam which
is 100mm x 100mm x 8mm steel. The discs

Compact: Kubota has continued its expansion into cultivation gear with a range of compact discs.

are made by Kverneland, which Kubota
now owns and the 6mm thick discs are heat
treated from the outer edge to 2/3 of the way
to the centre of the disc. A 600mm disc will
be available on the 6m and 7m models.
Each disc hub has a maintenance-free,
double roller bearing which is protected by
a ﬁve-lip seal design.
Depth adjustment is via spacers on
the hydraulic rams and at the rear of the
Kubota and the frame of the rear wheel
carrier can be given some suspension with
an accumulator to dampen vibrations and
bouncing while working in the ﬁeld.

The 5m model without the seeding unit
weighs 5.2 tonnes and there are several rear
roller options including a cage roller and
heavy-duty ActiPack roller which is 560mm
in diameter and weighs 220kg/m.
Soil deﬂectors on either side of the disc
gangs are parallelogram mounted and help
prevent ridges forming.
Price: $77,000 incl GST with cage roller
Contact:
Kubota Australia
www.kubota.com.au

KUHN OPTIMER AND
EXCELERATOR
3m to 15.2m working width
560mm discs on the Excelerator
Ideal working speed 12-16km/h
Kuhn recently unveiled its Excelerator
vertical tiller. Available in widths of 4.3m to
15.2m, the Excelerator is a vertical tillage
machine, that it, the discs are set to true
vertical from the frame, eliminating smear
compaction issues that can occur with
other tillage methods. Excelerators are only
available as trailed units and the transport
wheels sit mid-frame – the theory being
residue has time to be settled in between the
front and rear disc gangs. Running behind
the rear set of discs is a row of rolling star
wheels and then there is a rear roller for
clod breaking and levelling the soil.
There are two rear roller options and both
are cage designs. One design uses round
bar and the other has ﬂat steel which acts
like a blade, set in a spiral pattern. Discs are
560mm in diameter, 5mm thick and a ﬂuted
design. There are 32 ﬂutes per disc and the
discs are set at 200mm spacings. Kuhn call
the discs the Excalibur blade.
Disc gang angles can be adjusted from
straight to ﬁve degrees and the maximum
working depth is 8.9cm.
The 12.2m working width Excelerator
weighs 13,721kg, has 121 discs and a
transport width of 5.8m.
www.farmingahead.com.au

New addition: Kuhn’s Optima range has a maximum width of 7.5m.

Disc bearings are re-greasable, requiring
lubrication every 50 hours. Recommended
speed of operation is 12-16km/h.
Kuhn also manufactures the Optimer
series of stubble incorporators which use
two gangs of 510mm diameter, concaveshaped discs and a ring roller at the rear
of the machine. The Optimer + range has
six models, which include two linkage
machines of 3m and 4m working width and
four trailed machines with working widths
of 4m, 5m, 6m and 7.5m.
The discs are mounted individually
onto the frame and according to Kuhn the

ideal working ground speed is 7-15km/h.
A curved steel arm of 15mm thickness links
the discs to the frame.
Discs with notched edges are an option.
The discs are offset six degrees from
vertical and 16 degrees to the direction
of travel. Sealed hubs on each disc don’t
require maintenance.
Price: $230,964 incl GST for the 12.2m Excelerator
Contact:
Kuhn Australia – (03) 9982 1490
www.kuhn.com.au

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
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KWIK TILL
4.9m-13.72m working widths
510mm discs
10-16km/h ideal working speed
The Kwik Till is distributed by Eagle i
Machinery at Finley, NSW and comes in a
variety of working widths.
There are seven models in the range and
each has the basic design of two sets of
discs and a rear roller.
Front are rear gangs are set at 17 degrees
for the 510mm diameter discs and the rear
roller can be a cage roller, rubber roller or
spring-tine roller.
Eagle i Machinery’s Peter Brunt said
there is 150kg of weight per disc and the
discs have a rubber torsion system to act as
dampening from the main frame.
The Kwik Tills wider than 7.62m have a
bi-fold wing mechanism while smaller units
simply fold up each wing.

Big Kwik: The Kwik Till is one of the widest high speed disc tillers on the market at 13.72m.

Maintenance-free, sealed SKF bearings
are used in each disc hub and no greasing is
required for the folding pivot points which
hinge on nylon bushes.
Only the large ﬂotation tyres at the front
of the disc gangs require greasing. The tyres
are 710/40R22.5 Goodyear Superﬂots.
Working depth can be down to 150mm and
depth adjustment is from placing spacer rings
on the hydraulic rams which raise and lower

the rear roller. The Kwik Till has a strong
build quality with a drawbar made of 200mm
x 300mm x 8mm thick steel and most of the
frame is 200mm x 150mm x 8mm.
Price: $156,000 incl GST for the 12.2m model
Contact:
Eagle i Machinery – (03) 5883 2391
www.eaglei.com.au

Dolled up: Landoll uses 610mm discs on
its range of vertical tillage equipment.

LANDOLL 7800 AND
7400 SERIES
7.6m-12.2m working widths
610mm diameter discs
Up to 16km/h ideal working speed
Both the Landoll 7800 HSL and 7400
VT Plus vertical tillers are sold through
Geronimo in Australia. The range of heavyduty speed tillage equipment originates
from Kansas, USA.
The 7800 HSL (high-speed Landoll) is
the more aggressive, high-speed tiller of
the two ranges, with working depths to
125mm and able to operate at up to 16km/h.
It is available in 7.6, 9.1, 10.7 and 12.2m
working widths, with the 9.1m unit the most
popular sold in Australia. All feature three
frames and fold to a transport width of 4m,
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with weight maxing out at 16,240kg for the
largest model. Horsepower requirements
are 36 to 43kW per metre of width.
Two rows of alternate-angle, notched
discs are individually mounted on torsionsuspended arms, made from 20mm high
tensile steel. Discs are mounted on taperedroller, automotive-style wheel bearings with
ﬁve-lip seals.
All machines are ﬁtted with 610mm
diameter, 6.35mm thick discs, and there are
30, 36, 42 and 48 discs ﬁtted in each row
on the 7.6, 9.1, 10.7 and 12.2m models. All
discs are spaced at 250mm.
Depth is controlled using the frontmounted wheels and the coil-packer reel
at the rear of the machine, and is set using
adjusting rods at the front of the machine.
The drawbar hitch is fully ﬂoating.

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

While the 7800 series has the deeper
working depth and greater weed killing
ability, the 7400 VT Plus is less aggressive,
and is marketed as more of a vertical tillage
machine, rather than a high-speed tillage
unit. It has a reduced maximum working
depth of 75mm, and is ﬁtted with smooth,
rather than scalloped discs. The 560mm
discs are 6.45mm thick and are spaced at
178mm.
Price (incl GST):
7431-33: $121,000
7831-30: $148,500
Contact:
Geronimo
02 6341 3369
www.geronimo.com.au
www.farmingahead.com.au
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1.8-9.52m working widths
510mm and 560mm diameter discs
10-16km/h ideal working speed
Handled by Lely Australia, the Tulip
Multidisc is available in working widths
of 1.8m to 9.52m. The basic design is two
rows of scalloped-edged discs followed by
a roller. There are several models which
cover linkage and trailing designs. Standard
Multidiscs are ﬁxed at 1.8m in width while
XL models are available in 3m-9.5m widths
and Gen2 Multidiscs are 4m-9.52m wide.
Standard models use 510mm diameter

pin adjustment system. Expect a digging
depth of 150mm or more and ideally
working speeds are 10-16km/h.

discs while the XL and Gen2 use 560mm
discs. Standard and XL models have
greasable hubs and the Gen2 has oil-ﬁlled
hubs.
There is 100cm between the two gangs of
discs on the XL and Gen2 models and both
have 80mm x 80mm box steel frames.
XLV models have a row of ripping tines
located between the disc gangs.
Depth control is by the rear roller and a

Price: 950 XLH (hydraulic folding) linkage unit
$92,800 incl GST
Contact:
Lely Australia – (03) 5484 1055
www.lely.com

20’ - 45’
Clean your water BEFORE it gets to the pump

BOXBLADE
Boxblade Finishing Scraper / Land Leveller
Prices start from $13,200 inc gst

2016 GOLD AWARD
International Sales
T-L Irrigation USA

www.farmingahead.com.au

THE T-L
DIFFERENCE

PROVEN TECHNOLOGY
THAT WORKS!

A rotating,
water driven,
self-cleaning
screen that
dependably
delivers good
water quality
from depths as
low as 4 inches.

Safe hydraulic irrigators
Centre Pivots • Repipes
Lateral Irrigators • Spare parts

The Choice is Simple.

Eagle i Machinery Pty Ltd
Newell Hwy (PO Box 189), Finley NSW 2713
T (03) 5883 2391 F (03) 5883 3179 E office@eaglei.com.au

www.eaglei.com.au
© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
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Big blue: German-made Lemken Heliodore and Rubin disc
tillers are available in working widths to 16m.

LEMKEN HELIODOR
AND RUBIN

slightly slower operating speeds while the
Heliodor is a lighter weight unit and more
suited to stubble incorporation instead of
weed control.
Standard disc size on the Heliodor is
510mm (5mm thickness) and in Australia,
the 12m width is the most commonly used.
Linkage Heliodors are available in working
widths of 2.5m to 7m.
The box steel from which the discs hang
is 80mm x 80mm x 7.1mm.
As with other high speed disc machines,
there are two gangs of discs with the discs
set at an angle of 10.5 degrees to the vertical
and 16.5 degrees to the direction of travel.
The notched, concave discs and

2.5m-16m working widths
510mm diameter discs
12-15km/h ideal working speed
Lemken is another relative newcomer to
the high speed disc market in Australia but
its range maxes out an impressive 16m
working width.
Handled by William Adams, the Lemken
disc tillers use a Gigant modular chassis
which can have either Rubin or Heliodor
discs running behind it.
The Rubin is the more aggressive of the
two disc systems, offering more weight but

suspended from the frame by a hooped
leaf spring tine which is made of ﬂat steel
measuring 90mm x 13mm. Rubin discs use
a coil spring suspension.
The individual disc suspension allows for
good contour following and depth control
is via the rear roller which is available in
several designs including a twin cage roller.
Each disc has a maintenance-free, sealed
angular ball bearing.
Price: $137,000 incl GST for the 12m Heliodor
Contact:
William Adams
www.williamadams.com.au

CASE STUDY
Ardlethan NSW broadacre farmer Charlie
Clemson is prepared to look at all options
to ensure his property remains viable.
Traditionally a graingrower, Charlie has recently
diversified into cattle on the family’s 2400ha
property ‘Wongajong’. He also invested in a
12m Lemken Heliodor compact disc harrow
about four years ago in an effort to stay on top
of stubble and weed management.
“It’s a very solid bit of gear and we bought
it to incorporate stubbles and cultivate a
percentage of weeds” Charlie said.
Following crop yields of around 4t/ha last
season, Charlie said the Lemken has allowed
them great flexibility and prevented the
possibility of having to burn stubble.
“The discs are an important part of the
equation now. We are happy to stir up the
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Diverse digging: Charlie Clemson is using a minimum tillage approach to ensure his Ardlethan
property remains productive.

top inch or so of soil to help get that subble
breaking down.” Charlie stressed the discs
should only be used in relatively moist soil
conditions and he uses an articulated John
Deere tractor to pull the Lemken at a speed of
12-17km/h.
“The paddocks with a very heavy stubble
load will have the Lemken run over them,
some we will broadcast grazing barley seed
in front of the Heliodor and some will later
be sown to canola,” Charlie said. “Once the

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

paddocks with feed barley are fully grazed
we will spray them out and use the Lemken
Heliodor in the spring to get them ready for
cropping again next year.”
Charlie is also aware of the threat of
chemical resistance to species such as rye
grass and as such has removed all internal
fixed fencing, replaced by electric fencing that
can easily be moved to create boundaries for
grazing over the entire farm from a central
laneway.
www.farmingahead.com.au

UP • R ES

IN I N G
4.2m–12.2m working widths
450 and 610mm diameter discs
12-15km/h ideal working speed
The Vaderstad Carrier is one of the more
well-know stubble incorporators on the
market, and was initially released in 1998
as an option for European farmers facing
stubble burning bans, ﬁnally ﬁnding its way
to Australia in 2007. The units are imported
by Landpower, and sold though Claas
Harvest Centres and a selection of other
independent dealers across the country.
The Carrier is available in folding frame
units of 4.2, 5, 6.5, 8.2, 9.2 and 12.2m
widths in standard form with 450mm discs,
or in the XL variant with heavier frame and
610mm discs. The 12m unit has proved to
be most popular with Australian farmers.
The conical, scalloped discs are arranged
in two rows on individual arms, with
discs angled at 16 degrees. Disc spacing is
250mm, and swing arms use rubber block
suspension. Servicing is kept to a minimum
through the use of a maintenance-free hub,
featuring twin-row ball bearings and a
heavy-duty seal.
Discs work to mix residue and soil at a
depth of 100 to 120mm, with soil crumbing
promoted by the conical shape. The Carrier
aims to mulch and mix the stubble with the
soil in this layer, rather than simply burying
it. A range of ‘front tools’ can be installed
in front of the main discs to promote straw
chopping before incorporation by the discs.
Maximum working depth is controlled

CASE STUDY
Esperance, WA farmer Ash Reichstein has
owned his Vaderstad Top Down unit for
three years, and is very pleased with its
performance.
Cropping 5600ha on a wheat, barley and
canola rotation, Ash uses the Top Down to
combat non-wetting soils, and to bust up a
shallow hard pan using the tines at a depth of
300mm.
By fitting a set of deeper points, Ash can rip
down to 450mm if required.
The discs on the Top Down are used
to improve soil structure through stubble
incorporation immediately after harvest, and
there is minimal wind erosion of topsoil, even
in the region’s blustery conditions.
The unit has proved itself in renovating
land which was previously compacted through
cattle grazing and un-controlled traffic. Given
the discs are usually used with the tines
engaged, travel speed is limited to 7km/h.
www.farmingahead.com.au

Carry on: The Vaderstad Carrier has been around for 10 years in the Australian market.

by the packing rollers, and is adjusted by
adding or removing depth clips on the
packer hydraulic rams.
A number of packer options are available,
from the Rubber-runner low-inertia packer,
to the Soil-runner 550mm U-proﬁle packer
rings and heavier 600mm Steel-runner for
crushing clods and rolling stones. The 12m
Carrier weighs in at 9100kg with soil runner
packers, or 11,700kg with the steel runner
packers.
By comparison, the XL machine tips the
scales at 10,500kg (soil runner) or 13,100kg
(steel runners). All units fold to 3m for
transport.
The Top Down machines are a more
recent addition to the range, and combine
the residue mulching and incorporation of
the carrier, with the deep-ripping action
of three banks of tines. The tines can be
disengaged, leaving the Top Down as a

standard high speed tiller. Breakout pressure
is hydraulically adjustable up to 700kg.
Tines are spaced at 230mm, and can
cultivate to 300mm, or up to 450mm with
a deeper set of points. Conical, notched
450mm discs are ﬁtted as standard, and
are individually sprung on rubber blocks
as with the Carrier range. 470mm discs are
available as an option.
Price (incl GST):
Carrier 650: $85,000 | CR820: $99,000 | CR925:
$149,000 | CR1225: $195,000 | Carrier XL 925:
$165,000 | Carrier XL 1225: $210,000 | Topdown
500: $141,000 | TD 600: $163,000 | TD 700:
$182,000 | TD 900: $248,000
Contact:
Landpower – Marc Nesbitt 03 9369 1188,
0409 407 276
www.vaderstad.com

Top job: A Vaderstad Top Down has helped a Western Australian
grain grower improve soil structure.

The unit cuts 5.8m and is pulled by a 475hp
Challenger tracked tractor. Ash also hires the
unit out at $45/ha, with the user fitting their
own points.
After completing some trial work, Ash has
calculated a $40/ha benefit in the first year
after use, once all costs have been taken
into account. This was also after one of the

best seasons, and Ash believes results after
poorer seasons would show an even greater
difference.
The unit is easy to maintain, and has had no
significant breakdowns, even after completing
about 18000ha. But in the sandy gravelover-clay soils, standard point life is only 75
hectares, with discs lasting roughly 2000ha.
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IN CHAINS
KELLY ENGINEERING
6.5m-24.3m working widths
320, 360mm diameter discs
10–13 km/h ideal working speed
No discussion of residue handling would
be complete without mentioning the Kelly
Engineering diamond disc chain, which is
available in sizes up to 24.3m. The 12m
(40 foot) model is the most popular seller,
followed by the 18.3m (60ft) unit.
Depending on setup, the unit can smooth
and level soil, renovate wheel ruts, remove
weeds, break up stubble and create a
mulched seed bed. The simplicity and ease
of setup are possibly the strongest features
of the machine.
Four long lengths of discs mounted on
chains are suspended from the corners
of the cross-shaped Kelly frame, with an
additional two shorter sections to cover
the gap between chains in the centre of the
machine.
The ‘wings’ of the frame fold up on either
side, and the rear section folds up from the
rear to lift the chain clear of the ground for
transport. Transport width varies from 2m to
5.2m depending on model.
Draught requirements are in the lower
order, with a 150kW requirement for the

Kelly gang: Kelly Engineering’s diamond disc chains are now sold overseas.

12.3m model, and 280kW needed for the
larger heavy-duty 18.3m 62HDX unit.
Typical travel speeds are 10-13km/h.
The penetration and aggressiveness of
the disc chain depends on the type of discs
used. The 320mm CL1 discs are made from
wear-resistant cast steel alloy, with the hook
and eye cast integral with the disc. Disc
chain weight is 70kg/m, and are spaced at
175mm.
The heavier 360mm CL2 discs are a
more recent addition, and have a sharper
edge more suited to cutting through heavy
residue. They differ from the CL1 discs in

that the disc is separate to the central cast
boss, which is attached to the hook and eye.
The shape of the boss controls the working
depth.
The CL2 chain weighs 112kg/m and discs
are spaced at 200mm. Kelly also offer a
spike and a prickle chain.
Price on application
Contact:
Kelly Engineering
08 8667 2253
www.kellyengineering.com.au

In the field: Brookfield.

BROOKFIELD
6.1m-20m working widths
300, 305 and 320mm diameter discs
8-14km/h ideal working speed
Manufactured in Cowra, NSW,
BROOKFIELD disc chains are a simple
and robust design, made for high speed
stubble management and weed control. The
disc chains sit in a diamond-shaped pattern,
suspended from a main frame.
Available in working widths up to
20m, the chains come in several designs,
including RHS, solid bar and a patented
hook and eye chain set up. The DC40 has
a chain weight of 40kg/m and the 305mm
diameter discs are made of 6mm thick
bisalloy. Discs are spaced at 150mm apart.
DC40 chains use 75mm x 75mm RHS as
the hub, linking the chains.
The DC60 differs slightly in that the hub
is made of 80mm diameter solid bar. Weight
is 60kg/m and the 305mm bisalloy discs are
set at 150mm spacings and the discs can
be ﬂat or curved in shape. The DC72 is the
ﬂagship chain of the range and has a weight
of 72kg/m, using the hook and eye system
for the hubs. The replaceable disc spacing
is 155mm and the disc diameter is 320mm,
made of 6mm thick bisalloy.
Discs are a curved design. The DC72
hub is a universal design and can also be
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ﬁtted with the latest DC64 or DC90 discs.
The DC64 has a weight of 64kg/m. These
360mm diameter, 4mm thick boron discs
are curved with a sharpened edge for
extra penetration in tight soils. The DC90
is the same as the DC64 but ﬁtted with a
counterweight to take the weight to 90kg/m.
BROOKFIELD also manufactures a
range of Dogleg and Prickle chains which
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can be run at slightly higher operating
speeds.
Price: From $48,000
Contact:
sales@brookﬁeld.net.au
BROOKFIELD – 1800 774 274
www.brookﬁeld.net.au
www.farmingahead.com.au

Field crop
herbicide guide
A MUST-HAVE FOR YOUR
SPRAYING PROGRAM!
Field Crop Herbicide Guide version 9 is an essential tool for your spraying
program with more than 500 pages on new and existing herbicides including
specific weed control, crop suitability and application advice.

Now!

Discounted member price $105 including GST + postage
Call us to order your copy at 1800 677 761 or
email us at orders@kondinin.com.au.
Alternatively, order online at our bookstore, visit:
www.kondininbookstore.com.au
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